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Nabil Khalidi, Pharm.D., director of international programs and clinical associate
professor of pharmacy, College of Pharmacy, and clinical pharmacist, University of Michigan
Hospitals Pharmacy Services, retired from active faculty status on June 30, 2011.
Professor Khalidi earned his B.S degree from the American University of Beirut in 1969,
completed a pharmacy residency at St. Luke's Hospital in Cleveland in 1972, and received his
Pharm.D. degree from the University of Michigan in 1974. From 1974-79, he was clinical
coordinator of pharmacy services, surgery, at the New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center.
He joined the University of Michigan in 1979 as a clinical pharmacist at the University of
Michigan Hospitals. He was appointed clinical assistant professor of pharmacy in 1980 and
assistant director of Pharmacy Services in 1982, and was promoted to clinical associate professor
in 1987 and associate director in 1989. From 1997-99 he served as interim director and interim
associate dean for clinical sciences, College of Pharmacy. He was appointed director of
international programs in 2006.
Professor Khalidi is well known for his research in parenteral and enteral nutrition. His
contributions to several editions of The Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition Manual (1978-20 10)
serve as a valuable resource for clinicians across the country. He is a conm1itted educator who
has devoted considerable effort to teaching, including the development of an extensive Jaw
review for pharmacy students, which is vital to their success on the pharmacy board certification
examinations. In recognition of his commitment to teaching, he received the College of
Pharmacy Student Appreciation Award in 2007 and 2009. Under Professor Khalidi's leadership,
the international pharmacy student and faculty exchange program has grown significantly. He
has served as a mentor for numerous pharmacy students and residents, and his sustained
commitment to the UMHS pharmacy residency program contributed to its having received the
prestigious Residency Excellence Award by the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists
(ASHP) in 2010. Professor Khalidi was named a Fellow of ASHP in 2002.
The Regents now salute this distinguished pharmacy educator by naming Nabil Khalidi
clinical associate professor emeritus of pharmacy.
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